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Background: With subclinical infection, serum iron concentrations are reduced, altering the synthesis
of hemoglobin, the main indicator of anemia.
Objective: To evaluate the association between subclinical infection and anemia in children of
Paraíba State.
Methods: This is a cross-sectional study involving 1116 children aged 6 to 59 months from nine
municipalities of Paraíba State. Demographic and socioeconomic data were collected by means of a
specific questionnaire. The C-reactive protein and hemoglobin levels were determined by the latex
agglutination technique and automated counter, respectively. C-reactive protein values ≥ 6 mg/L were
used as indicative of subclinical infection, while the presence of anemia was determined by hemoglobin
values < 11.0 g/dL. The data were analyzed using the Epi Info computer program, with significance
being set at 5%.
Results: Data from this research showed that 80.1% of the children belonged to families that were
below the bread line, with per capita income < ½ of the minimum wage at that time (R$ 350.00 approximately US$ 175.00). The prevalences of subclinical infection and anemia were 11.3% and
36.3%, respectively. Subclinical infection was significantly associated with anemia (p-value < 0.05).
There were lower levels of hemoglobin in children with C-reactive protein ≥ 6 mg/L, with a mean
hemoglobin level in children with subclinical infection of 10.93 g/dL (standard deviation - SD = 1.21
g/dL) and without infection of 11.26 g/dL (SD = 1.18 g/dL) (p-value < 0.05).
Conclusion: Anemia is associated with subclinical infection in this population, indicating that this is
an important variable to be considered in studies of the prevalence of anemia in children.
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Anemia remains a serious public health problem at a global scale, especially in
developing countries, where it affects a fairly high percentage of biologically vulnerable
groups such as children. Iron deficiency has been identified as the most common cause of
anemia but the proportions are not fully yet established as they vary depending on age,
gender, socioeconomic conditions and the prevalence of other causes of anemia.(1-3)
Iron is an immunomodulating nutrient involved in different processes of humoral and
cellular immunity. The range of activities involving this micro-nutrient makes it essential for
an integral immune system. Consequently, during infection the demand for this mineral
increases, thus aggravating the patient's iron status.(4,5)
During infectious processes, changes in the serum concentrations of certain
proteins, the so-called acute phase proteins (APP) including C-reactive protein (CRP),
occur.(6,7) The CRP plasma concentration increases rapidly within about 10 hours of the
onset of an acute inflammation and so this is an important indicator of subclinical
infection. (6)
Moreover, there is a drop in available iron for the synthesis of hemoglobin during
infectious processes because of the retention of intracellular iron such as ferritin, and
decreased blood transport of iron due to reduced concentrations of the enzyme involved
in transporting the mineral (transferrin).(8-10) Thus, changes in the functions of transport
and storage are also factors that explain a reduction in the concentrations of iron
during infections.(6,8-10) These changes can occur within the first hours of the infectious
process. (6)
It is also noteworthy that infectious processes can cause an increased production of
hepcidin by hepatocytes, leading the individual to acondition of hypoferremia limiting iron
availability for erythropoiesis and contributing to the development of anemia.(11)
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Therefore, the presence of even subclinical infection is
a variable that may cause an overestimation of iron-deficiency
anemia, especially in populations where infection rates are
often high. Hence, the impact of infections is greater in
children than adults as the child population is more
susceptible to infectious diseases. Many studies do not
consider the fact that subclinical infections can lead to a
misinterpretation of nutritional status and that significant
changes in immunological markers can be observed in
apparently healthy children.(12)
Although an association between subclinical infection
and a deficit in the hemoglobin (Hb) blood concentrations
has been established, works on this subject in Brazil are
scarce. Thus, the interest in contributing to national data on
this issue prompted this study which aimed to evaluate the
association between subclinical infection and anemia in
children in Paraíba State.

Methods
This study is part of a wider research project developed
in Paraíba State in the period from January to April 2007. One
of the objectives of this study was to estimate the prevalence
of anemia in the state. This cross-sectional study was
designed to evaluate the association between subclinical
infections, determined by CRP levels and Hb concentrations
in 6 to 59-month-old children.
The children were randomly selected according to
multiple-step sampling. For this selection, the populations of
the municipalities of the state were estimated from the data
published by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and
Statistics (IBGE) for 2006. Subsequently, we carried out a
survey of the number of 6 to 59-month-old children (15% of
the population) with their accumulated populations living in
urban areas. After calculating the sampling interval, we
proceeded to randomize the municipalities, the census tract,
households and children. Nine towns were randomly
included in the study: Conceição, Belém do Brejo do Cruz,
Boa Ventura, Pedra Branca, São José de Espinharas, Malta,
Patos, João Pessoa and Campina Grande.
The population of the original project consisted of
1211 children. Of these, only children with data on the CRP
and Hb were included in this study. Additionally, only those
children whose parents or guardians formally consented
by signing written consent forms participated in the study.
Chronic clinically-detectable infections (tuberculosis,
pneumonia, colds, etc.) and symptoms possibly related to
infections such as fever and diarrhea were exclusion criteria.
The final sample size was 1116 children.
The demographic and socioeconomic data were taken
from the questionnaires filled in by parents or guardians in
the original study.
The Hb and CRP concentrations were determined in an
automated counter (Sysmex SF - 3000, Roche Diagnostics)
and by latex agglutination, respectively using blood samples
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of the children collected by peripheral venipuncture. Samples
were collected in the morning and due to the difficulty of
children fasting, not all obeyed this criterion.
The interpretation of Hb followed the classification
criteria used for studies on anemia: mild anemia (> 9.0 g/dL
and < 11.0 g/dL), moderate anemia (> 7.0 g/dL and < 9.0 g/dL),
severe anemia (< 7.0 g/dL) and normal (without anemia)
(> 11.0 g/dL). The presence of subclinical infection was
characterized by CRP values ≥ 6 mg/L.
Data were entered in duplicate with subsequent
evaluation of the consistency using the validate function
(Epi Info). They were then analyzed using the Epi Info
statistics program version 6.04b. Statistical analysis was
performed considering the descriptive level α = 5%.
The project was evaluated and approved by the
Research Ethics Committee of the institution (Nº
1128.0.133.000-05) and subject to the guidelines of
Resolution 196/96 of the Brazilian National Health Council.

Results
Table 1 shows the demographic and economic profile
of the studied sample. Slightly more than half (51.0%) of
the children were male. The mean age was 33.4 months old
(standard deviation - SD = 15.7 months old); there was no
statistically significant difference between genders
(p-value > 0.05). Most of the families (80.1%) were below the
bread line, with per capita income less than ½ minimum wage
at the time (R$ 350.00 – approximately US$ 175.00). The
average per capita income was R$ 130.45 (SD = R$ 120.53)
with a minimum of R$ 0.00 and a maximum of R$ 1330.00.
A little more than one third of the children (36.3%) had
low Hb levels (< 11.0 g/dL) characterizing anemia with 0.4%
being severely anemic (Figure 1).
Table 2 demonstrates that there was no significant
difference in the Hb levels between genders (p-value = 0.552).
However, older children had a higher mean Hb (p-value < 0.001).
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Figure 1– Distribution of children according to hemoglobin levels

Discussion

Infection and anemia
Among the participants, 126 (11.3%) had CRP
levels ≥ 6 mg/L suggesting infection while 990 (88.7%)
had CRP values within the normal range (CRP < 6 mg/L)
(Figure 2).
Table 3 shows that there was a statistically significant
association between CRP levels and anemia (p-value =
0.037); the prevalence of anemia in children with elevated
CRP levels (45.2%) was significantly higher than in those
with normal CRP levels. Thus, children with elevated CRP
had significantly lower mean Hb levels (p-value = 0.005 –
Table 4).

Figure 2 – Percentages of children with normal and high levels of
elevated C-reactive protein
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Iron deficiency is a public health problem in Brazil,
especially in the Northeastern region that has large poor areas;
this contributes considerably to increase in this nutritional
deficiency.(5)
In this study, we observed a prevalence of anemia of
36.3%, a result quite similar to another study conducted in
Paraíba in 1992 involving 1287 6- to 59-month-old children
that reported a prevalence of 36.4%.(3) These data point to
anemia in the state as being a moderate public health problem
according to criteria of the World Health Organization.(1)
Similar results were found in two other northeastern
states, Pernambuco and Piauí, with prevalences of anemia of
31.8% and 33.8%, respectively.(13,14)
Most of the families (80.1%) had an income per capita
of less than half the minimum wage and thus the majority live
below the bread line. The low income inhibits access to goods
and services, including food, housing and sanitation,
essential to maintain the health of family members, hence
creating a favorable environment for nutritional deficiencies,
infections and infestations.(15)
There was no statistical significance between anemia
and gender of the children; these results corroborate studies
in Santa Catarina(16) and Minas Gerais.(17)
However, there was a highly significant statistical
association between age and Hb concentrations. Hb levels
increased with age, a higher prevalence of anemia was
observed in young children between the ages of 6 and 24
months old thereby corroborating other Brazilian
studies.(16,18,19) This result can be explained by the fact that
the period from 12 to 24 months old corresponds to a stage in
life during which the growth rate is intense, with an increase
in demand for iron.(20) Moreover, it is possible that the
anemia in these children manifests in the first year of life,
that is during the 6 to 12-month-old period, due to early
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weaning and/or delay in the introduction of iron-rich foods.(21)
The decrease in the growth rate and the gradual transition
from an essentially milk diet to a more varied diet, rich in
foods containing iron, contribute to a decrease in the
prevalence of anemia in older children.(20)
The results of this study also showed that the
prevalence of anemia was significantly higher in the presence
of an acute phase response as this reduces serum iron
concentrations thereby impairing Hb synthesis. Some authors
argue that if an increase in the prevalence of acute phase
responses is related to an increased prevalence of iron
deficiency, one may expect a reduction in Hb concentrations
in this population.(6)
However, the few studies addressing this issue have
shown conflicting results. In the present study showed that
the plasma concentration of hemoglobin was significantly
lower in children with elevated CRP level. The same was not
observed in studies conducted in Kenya,(22) Peru(23) and
Indonésia,(6) which showed no statistically significant
association between hemoglobin and CRP variables.
These findings show that there is a controversy about
the association between iron and infections and the scarcity
of studies in this area. It is unclear to what extent iron
deficiency affects an individual during an infectious
process.(24) Although studies show that infectious processes
cause a decrease in plasma iron(12) and this mineral is known to
be a major constituent of Hb,(10) few studies analyze the direct
effects of subclinical infection on Hb concentrations. We still
believe it is important to consider the possible influence of
social and health conditions on the population.
But in the case of regions with high infection rates,
such as socio-economically vulnerable areas of Brazil, it is
evident that there is a need to assess the presence of infection,
albeit subclinical, in studies on the prevalence of anemia by
measuring acute phase proteins. This will help to obtain more
concrete data on the prevalence of anemia and its causative
factors in the population, which are relevant in developing
programs to combat this nutritional deficiency.
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